Bühler has launched a new purifier. For this machine the customer has the option to fix the sieve covers himself with the help of the SEFAR® Pneumapp-2 clamps. With this new system made up covers are no longer required as they used to be for MQRE and MQRF machines.

The process of stretching is easy with the help of the standard stretcher SEFAR® Pneumapp-2

1. Turn the frame supports by 90 degree so that the height becomes 30 mm.

2. Insert the frame along with the spacer. Pay attention that the metal holder remains free. Adjust the clamps all around the frame.

3. Insert the fabric and proceed in fixing the mesh the way you do all your regular plansifter frames. Mark the mesh number with marker on the side of the frame.

If there are any questions please do not hesitate to contact your representative from Sefar.
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